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ABSTRACT

Large-scale vapor explosion experiments have shown that intimate
contact between hot and cold liquids, and a temperature upon contac t
that is greater than the spontaneous nucleation temperature of th e
system, are two necessary conditions for the onset of large scale vapo r
explosions . A model, based on spontaneous nucleation of the homogeneou s
type, has been proposed to describe the relevant processes and the re-
sulting energetics for explosive boiling systems . The model consider s
that spontaneous nucleation cannot occur either during the relief tim e
for constant volume heating or until the thermal boundary layer is
sufficiently thick to support a vapor cavity of the critical size .
After nucleation, bubble growth does not occur until an acoustic wav e
establishes a pressure gradient in the cold liquid . These considera-
tions lead to the prediction that, for a given temperature, drops greate r
than a critical size will remain in film boiling due to coalescence o f
vapor nuclei and drops smaller than this value will wet and be capture d
by the hot liquid surface . These results are compared to small dro p
data for well-wetted systems and excellent agreement is obtained betwee n
the observed behavior and the model predictions .

NOMENCLATURE

A

	

area
A(T) preexponential term
C

	

specific hea t
c

	

velocity of soun d
D

	

bubble diamete r
h enthalpy
J nucleation fre quency per unit volum e
k

	

thermal conductivit y
kl Boltznann's constan t

characteristic thicknes s
N number of nucle i
P pressure
Q

	

energy
3 bubble radius
T

	

temperature
t time
3 volume
W work to form a vapor bubble

Greek

a

	

thermal diffusivit y
G change
p

	

density
o surface tension

Subscripts

a

	

acoustic
sat saturation
c

	

cold
crit critical
fg difference between vapor and liquid
g growth
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H

	

ho t
i

	

interface
I

	

interaction
!G

	

liquid
n nucleation
o initial condition
3 vapor
w

	

waiting

I .

	

INTRODUCTIO N

The possible occurrence, magnitude, and prevention of vapor explosions
has been the subject of many analytical and experimental efforts for a
wide variety of industrial applications, i .e ., aluminum and steel foun -
daries, liquefied natural gas transportation, the nuclear industry, an d
the paper industry . Such experimental investigations have resulted in
the formulation of a list of necessary but not sufficient conditions fo r
these explosions . These conditions are that (1) two liquids, one ho t
and one cold, must be present, (2) the liquids must come into intimate
contact, and (3) the hot liquid temperature must be greater than som e
minimum value before these explosions can occur . These investisations
have also led to the formulation of several parametric modelsl, , 3
which basically assume that fine fragmentation and intimate mixing o f
the hot and cold liquids have already occurred . After the dispersal an d
intimate mixing of the two liquids, these models calculate the energy
transfer rate via standard heat transfer mechanisms (conduction o r
convection) and they can be used to determine the sensitivity of the
results to variatfons in the input parameters . One unique discrepanc y
between the observed vapor explosions and these parametric models is
that experimentally a definite thermal threshold is observed, belo w
which no violent explosive interactions occur, whereas the parametri c
models do not predict this thermal threshold . A proposed explanation
for this threshol d 4 states that the interface temperature upon contac t
between the two liquids, as derived in Ref . 5 for constant thermal
properties,

kj
k

p	 _CT._ + c cc T

Ti =

(1)

k
p

C
cc c

1 + kHPHCH
must be greater than or equal to the spontaneous nucleation temperatur e
for that particular system .

Spontaneous nucleation behavior of the cold liquid has been coupled
with the simultaneous development of the thermal boundary layer in tha t
liquid as a result of the contact with the hot surface . 6 Since the pre-
dictions of this model are pertinent to the evaluation of the experiment s
discussed herein, the major aspects of the model will be discusse d
below.
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II . NUCLEATION

The mechanism described in Ref . 4 considers spontaneous nucleatio n
upon contact, which may be either heterogeneous or homogeneous dependin g
on the transient wetting characteristics of the given system .' ,8 For
simplicity, well-wetted systems will be considered which means that th e
nucleation is homogeneous within the cold fluid . The frequency o f
formation for critical size vapor cavities is given by the classi c
equation for nucleation ?

_ W
k1 T

J = A(T)e

	

(2)

where J describes the frequency of nucleation sites per unit volume a t
a given temperature and pressure . (For the conditions considered i n
this paper, the bulk liquid pressure at nucleation is assumed to be 1
atm .) The preexponential factor A(T), which is approximately 10 33 , can
be in error by several orders of magnitude and have little effect on th e
temperatures calculated for spontaneous nucleation . In the exponential
term, W is the work required to form aspherical vapor bubble .

W = 4irr 2a + 4 /31rr 3(P L- Pv ) (3)

At the limit of mechanical stability for a vapor embryo ,

22 cPv.

Pt _ r (4 )

Substitution of Eq . 4 into Eq . 3 yields

W =
	 16,res 3

(5)
3(Pv - P) 2

Equation 2 exhibits a very strong temperature threshold as illustrate d
in Table I for homogeneous nucleation of Freon-22 . The frequency o f
nucleation increases many orders of magnitude within a narrow tempera-
ture band . Small scale, definitive experiments have verified th e
temperature threshold predicted by Eq . 2 for a wide variety of liquid s
at several different pressure levels . 7 ' 9-11 In such systems, the col d
liquid is basically in thermal equilibrium with its surroundings, an d
can thus, be best classified as isothermal . For large scale vapo r
explosive systems, the thermal transients upon contact of the hot an d
cold liquids cause the interface of the cold liquid to rise from it s
bulk temperature to a value greater than the homogeneous nucleation
temperature in a time interval of approximately 10 -12 sec . 12 Under
these conditions,_ nucleation cannot proceed until a sufficiently thic k
thermal boundary layer has been developed to support vapor embryos of th e
critical size .
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III . THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER MODEL

Explosive boiling conditions have been experimentally generated in
a wide variety of contacting modes . The model in Ref . 6 only treats th e
free contacting mode as illustrated in Fig . 1 .

Upon contact between two semi-infinite slabs with constant thermal
properties, the interface temperature, as given in Eq . 1 and derived
from the parabolic heat conduction equation, is invariant in time . Since
the temperature at the interface is constant, the transient temperatur e
distribution throughout both liquids is predicted by the standard erro r
function solution . The instantaneous increase in the interface tempera-
ture is accompanied by a pressurization due to the local expansion of
the liquid . This single phase pressurization, which is capable o f
producing pressures greater than the thermodynamic critical point of th e
cold liquid, persists until acoustically relieved by the movement of a
free interface or compression of sufficient liquid to degrade the initial
pressurization . The latter is greatly dependent upon the proximity t o
the thermodynamic critical temperature of the liquid upon contact .

	

For
Freon-22, this pressurization lasts for approximately 1 0-7 sec . During
this time, since the local pressure can be quite high, the spontaneous
nucleation can be suppressed, but the thermal boundary layer will con-
tinue to grow as dictated by the error function solution . The limit o f
mechanical stability, or critical size, for a vapor embryo is given b y
Eq . 4 and is shown in Fig . 2 for P = 1 bar and P the corresponding
saturation value . After this relief time, if thevthermal layer has no t
become thick enough to support a vapor bubble of the critical diameter ,
embryos will collapse before they reach the critical size . In thi s
case, the thermal layer will continue to develop .

The frequency of unstable vapor formation, as shown in Fig . 2, onc e
the thermal boundary layer is sufficiently developed, is given by the
product of the frequency per unit volume which is a function of th e
local temperature, and the volume of fluid (V) having a temperatur e
equal to or greater than that value . The cold liquid has a waiting time
until the first nucleation that is specified by the reciprocal of th e
product discussed above .

1
(6)t w w J• V

When the first critical embryo is formed, the bubble will attemp t
to grow from this radius to its next stable radius indicated by the
intersection of the mechanical stability line and the thermal boundary
layer (point B on Fig . 2) . This growth, which is inertially dominate d
for these high superheats, low liquid pressures, and small dimensions ,
cannot proceed until the pressure gradient, characteristic of this iner -
tial growth, is developed within the liquid . This development is accom -
plished by an acoustic wave propagating through the liquid to a fre e
interface and returning to the nucleation sites . In reality this acoustic
wave is a complex phenomenon which requires two or three traverses o f
the liquid layer to fully develop the pressure profile and damp the
initial oscillatory growth of the bubble . As an approximation to thi s
behavior, it is assumed that one acoustic relief time establishes th e
necessary pressure profile .
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t =
2 k

a c (7)

During this acoustic relief time, the thermal boundary layer continues
to develop .

The time to nucleation and growth is then the sum of these relie f
times and the waiting time for a critical size cavity to appear .

tn = 10-7
J1V

+
2L (8)

For simplicity, the waiting time is evaluated from the thermal profile
at the end of the first relief time, but from a practical standpoint
this interval is important only in the immediate vicinity of the minimu m
homogeneous nucleation temperatures . The time for the vapor bubbl e
to grow from its inception size to the limit of its stable region ca n
be calculated from the inertial growth equation . This interval is th e
minimum lifetime of the bubble under these conditions and is given b y

Ar
(9 )

where AP is the average driving pressure between the minimum and maxi-
mum stable limits for the vapor bubble . The number of additiona l
bubbles that can be formed during the minimum lifetime of one bubble
is equal to the product of J•V•t .g

The number density of bubbles calculated by this product is appli-
cable as long as the bubbles do not become so numerous as to pressuriz e
the liquid phase by their very presence . When the interface temperatur e
upon contact considerably exceeds the minimum spontaneous nucleation value ,
the nucleation rate is so high that the liquid itself must be pressurize d
which decreases the nucleation rLce and slows down the bubble growth a s
well . The maximum site density, which results in mutual pressurization ,
can be determined from the compressibility of the liquid phase, which i s
related to the sonic velocity b y

c2 = AP
Ap

(10)

The compression of the li quid volume, which is assumed to exist over a
depth of one bubble diameter, is equal to the increase in the vapor
volume which can be specified b y

V

	

NirD 3

	

ND 3

v

	

6

	

2

Therefore the increase . in density of the liquid phase, per unit surfac e
area of contact, can be related to the number and size of the incipien t
critical embryos by
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Pt

	

ND?

	

p iND2

Ap L D

	

2

	

2 (12 )

Consequently the pressure increase within the liquid can also be relate d
to these two parameters and sonic velocity of the liquid phase itself .

OP = 1/2 NptD2c2

	

(13 )

It is assumed that an overpressure of 5 bars is sufficient to suppres s
further nucleation sites within the remainder of the liquid phase .
(The analysis is rather insensitive to this assumption, i .e ., a value
of 2 bars or 15 bars could have been chosen without dramatically alter -
ing the resulis .) A characteristic diameter of 50 A is assumed fo r
the vapor bubbles and with these two parameters the numbe-- of nucleatio n
sites per sq cm of contact area which suppresses further sites is 1 09 .
If the number of sites that can be formed within the growth time of on e
bubble is considerably less than this value, no significant pressuriza -
tion will occur within the liquid and each bubble will essentially gro w
as if it was contained in an infinite sea of liquid . From a practical
standpoint, when the interface temperature upon contact is significantl y
greater than the minimum spontaneous nucleation temperature, so that th e
nucleation rates are extremely high, the vapor bubble density is deter-
mined by this 1 0 9 compressible limitation instead of the product (J•V• t g) .

IV . DROP STABILI 1

Graphically solving the equations outlined above, one can assess
the stability of a cold drop impinging upon a hot surface . Upon contact ,
the interface temperature is established and the thermal boundary laye r
develops during the relief times necessitated by single phase constant
volume heating, the waiting time for the first nuclei, and the acousti c
relief time required before that vapor bubble can grow . As illustrated
in Fig . 2, this establishes not only the inception criteria for th e
vapor bubble but also the maximum diameter to which it can grow in
a stable manner . Once this change in radius is evaluated, the tim e
required for that growth can be evaluated from the inertial growth equa -
tion . The number of bubbles that can exist simultaneously is obtaine d
by the product of the nucleation frequency determined by the temperatur e
at point A in Fig . 2, the volume per unit surface area between the inter -
face and point A, and the growth time of a single bubble . Because o f
mutual pressurization effects, the number of simultaneous nuclei is les s
than 109 sit':s per sq cm of contact . If the number of nucleation site s
that exist simultaneously result in interference at the maximum stable
bubble diameter (point B in Fig. 2), the interface between the two liquid s
will be vapor blanketed and the energy transfer will be terminated fo r
all practical purposes . This interference site density can be evaluate d
from the maximum stable diameter at point B b y

N = (L) 2
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(14)

where N cannot be greater than 10 9 sites per sq cm .

Given the above information, the stability of a specified drop size ,
in terms of wetting and capture by the hot liquid or sustained fil m
boiling, can be evaluated as a function of interface temperature . A
prediction for this behavior of Freon-22 is shown in Fig . 3 . This figure
illustrates the result that droplets larger than a critical size for a
given temperature will remain in film boiling despite initial, intimate ,
liquid/liquid contact, whereas those smaller than this value will we t
and be captured by the surface .

V . EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

An experiment was conducted to determine the viability of the above
drop stability criteria . In this experiment, small drops of Freon-1 2
were impinged upon a mineral oil surface and high speed movies (5,00 0
pps) were taken of the resulting interactions . A schematic of this
apparatus is shown in Fig . 4 . The drops were generated from an acou s -
tically oscillated hypodermic needle and fell through a heated collimato r
tube onto the target area on the mineral oil surface . The collimato r
tube temperature was sufficiently hot so that the drops were in fil m
boiling during their transient time through the tube and this als o
insured the drops were saturated at atmospheric pressure when the y
impinged upon the mineral oil surface . A small wire ring was utilize d
to raise the mineral oil surface, which formed a concave region of the
target area and hence kept the drops centrally located . The experimenta l
variables were drop diameter and mineral oil temperature .

For interface temperatures less than the homogeneous nucleation
value, all sized drops wet the surface and proceeded to vaporize in thin .
film vaporization or by entrapment and incoherent nucleation (small scal e
explosive interactions) . For interface temperatures greater than th e
homogeneous nucleation value large sized drops penetrated the surface
and developed their own protective vapor film, which was clearly eviden t
when the drops returned to the surface as drops floating in their ow n
protective vapor pockets . When these large drops either fragmented o r
vaporized to a small enough size, they would become trapped on th e
surface and vaporize completely :'ithin 1 to 2 msec . This requires a
heat flux which is approximately 2 orders of magnitude greater than the
pool boiling critical heat flux for the Freon . Consequently, the hea t
transfer rate between the liquids is enormous . While this vaporizatio n
rate is still relatively long compared to explosive interactions, thi s
is the limit of resolution for this camera speed . At times less tha n
this interval, one can only state that an energetic event is occurring
but further resolution is impossible . In addition it should be note d
that this type of experiment inherently produces drops at the limit o f
stability, and these have the longest time constants for energy transfe r
of all captured sizes at that temperature .

A summation of all these experimental results is shown in Fig . 5
along with the stability criteria for Freon-12 as a function of inter -
face temperature, and it is seen that the experimental results are in
excellent agreement with the stability predictions arising from spon-
taneous nucleation and thermal boundary layer considerations .
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VI. LARGE SCALE EXPLOSION S

The film boiling behavior as well as the capture behavior ar e
illustrated in Fig . 6 . Once the drop is captured by the surface and th e
vapor bubbles attempt to grow but cannot approach coalescence prior t o
the onset of condensation, the liquid has established a very efficien t
means of transporting energy from the interface to the bulk of the dro p
itself which is essentially a subcooled nucleate boiling behavior on a
microscopic scale . The mechanism for energy transfer is vaporization
within the existing bubbles near the interface and transportation of th e
vapor molecules through the vapor cavity to the condensing zone . There-
fore, the energy transport under such conditions is basically determine d
by the thermal properties and temperature level within the hot liquid .

tI
= 2kk (TH - T .)

	

naH (15)

where tl is the total interaction time for a given liquid drop . Energy
will be stored in the drop until the drop can no longer contain the
vapor by surface tension, liquid inertia, and condensation .

The predicted variation of capture diameter as a function of
interface temperature explains why experiments with interface tempera-
tures barely in the spontaneous nucleation range have experienced inter -
actions upon contact, while at higher temperatures, a sustained perio d
of "film boiling" has been observed . 13 A liquid/liquid system is unabl e
to generate film boiling after intimate contact has been experienced i f
the nucleation frequency is extremely low . On the other hand, for highe r
temperatures, where the nucleation frequency is much greater, thi s
system will sustain the film boiling mode until the critical capture
size is obtained .

Large scale explosive interaction tests were reported in Ref . 6
and 14 for saturated Freon-2i and mineral oil and saturated propane an d
mineral oil and both of these systems demonstrated excellent agree-
ment with the interface temperature model . In addition, large scal e
vapor explosion experiments were carried out with subcooled Freon-22
and mineral oil and reported in Ref . 15, and these experiments are als o
in excellent agreement with the interface temperature representation
for the explosive potential of the system . If a given system satisfie s
the interface temperature criteria, the real concern is the resulting
energetics of the explosive event .

VII. ENERGETICS OF VAPOR EXPLOSION S

After a system has fragmented itself down to the critical drople t
size, the drop will be captured by the surface and begin to spread .
It was assumed in Ref . 6 that the average contact area of the drop afte r
capture is equal to twice its initial projected area . After capture ,
the drop of cold liquid can store energy until unstable vapor growth i s
capable of penetrating the entire drop thickness . However, this energy
transfer should occur on a time scale characteristic of the system
acoustic relief time if the shock wave is to be sustained . For the
experiments reported in Ref . 6, the acoustic relief time, as dictate d
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by location of the interaction and the acoustic speed of the minera l
oil, was approximately 500 psec . Given this interaction time, the dro p
diameter, and the interface temperature, one can calculate the temper a-
ture rise within the cold liquid .

2kH (TH -
Ti) LI i

p CcR~

	

~raH
(16)ATct =

The pressure increase generated by this energy transfer can be deter -
mined from the saturation tables . The mixture is assumed to be uniforml y
fragmented at the capture diameter, and the behavior of one drop i s
representative of the entire system . Therefore, the explosion of on e
or several drops initiates the interaction of the remaining mass whic h
has also achieved the stability limit . For large capture diameters ,
the system will be very sluggish and little, if any, pressurization wil l
occur . However, as the drop size decreases, the system response wil l
increase and produce vapor on a truly explosive time scale .

The above calculations are compared to the maximum interactio n
pressures for both systems and contacting modes of cold liquid dumpe d
into the hot liquid and hot liquid dumped into the cold liquid in Figs .
7 and 8 . There is good agreement between the onset of explosive inter -
actions and the magnitude of these interactions as a function of th e
hot liquid temperature . The high temperature cutoff for free contactin g
modes is a result of a nonequilibrium approximation which is discusse d
in Ref . 6 . The existing data for very high temperature oil systems i s
limited and this particular aspect of both the proposed model and th e
experimental observations should be examined in detail .

The elimination of explosive interactions at high interface tem-
peratures is a consequence of forming vapor cavities at pressures nea r
the critical point . From such considerations, the proposed model pre-
dicts that aluminum-water and nitrogen-water systems are not explosiv e
in a free contact mode . As observed by Long i6 and Hess and Brondyke, 1 7

the aluminum-water system requires the presence of a wetted solid wal l
and significant subcooling for explosions to occur . Hence, the system
is no longer in a free contacting mode when explosions begin, but whil e
the fluids were in a free configuration, no explosions were observed .
Aluminum-water shock tube results l8 , 19 have also produced explosive
events, but again this is not the mode of contact considered herein .
Water-liquid nitrogen systems have been observed to be nonexplosive in a
free contacting mode but can explode in a shock tube test . 20 Similar
results have been observed for ethane and water as well . 2 1

VIII . ADDITIONAL CONSIDERATION S

Mechanisms proposed in the thermal boundary layer model should b e
viewed as first order approximations for the governing phenomena . In
order to become more definitive, several additional considerations must
be accounted for .

When the interface temperature upon contact approaches the thermo-
dynamic critical point, strong variations in thermal conductivity ,
density, and specific heat must be accounted for, and this become s
extremely important in the immediate vicinity of the critical poin t
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where the thermal conductivity and specific heat can both increase by a n
order of magnitude . 22 This additional capability of the cold liquid t o
transfer and store thermal energy, means that the initial temperature o f
the hot liquid must be considerably greater in order to produce a n
interface temperature larger than the thermodynamic critical point .

In the above representation, the bubble growth was calculated fro m
an inertially dominated point of view which is certainly valid at the
low system pressures at the inception of an explosive interaction . As
the system pressure rises during the interaction, the drop stabilit y
criteria changes as a result of the changing homogeneous nucleatio n
behavior and mechanical stability criterion . This change results i n
larger drop diameters satisfying the capture criteria which means tha t
the energy transfer becomes slower as the pressure increases . The in-
creasing system pressure also increases the importance of thermally
dominated growth . The thermally dominated spherical bubble growth ca n
be represented by

p c
r(t) = 2

	

(T~ - Tsat ) p 2

	

R
v fg

(17 )

This equation can be combined with Eq . 9 to determine the time at whic h
thermally dominated growth and inertially dominated growth for specified
conditions, produce the same radius .

p c

	

2

t = n8 C(T£ - Tsat) p~hQ

	

a
t
P
t
/(Fv - Pi )

	

(18)
v fg

This is approximately the time at which the system would transfer fro m
an inertially dominated growth to a thermally dominated growth . Inserting
this time into Eq . 9, the radius at which this transition occurs i s
expressed a s

3at

	

p 9Ct 1- 2

	

24p t
r =

	

(T - Tsat ) pvhfg,

	

Fv - P£ (19)

For Freon-22 at atmospheric pressure, this transition occurs at bubble
diameters of approximately 10 6 A, whereas for a pressure of 25 atm th e
radius of transition is approximately 500 A . Therefore, at elevate d
system, or liquid, pressures the vapor bubble growth is thermally domi-
nated early in its lifetime and cannot pr. vide the overexpansion into a
condensing zone which resulted from the inertial growth at low pressures .
Consequently, the enhanced heat transfer mechanism would also be greatl y
reduced, and the propensity for film boiling is increased . The result
of this degradation would be that explosive interac ..ions should be self-
limiting in terms of maximum interaction pressures which for Freon-22
should be at a pressure of approximately 25 atm. This is in agreemen t
with the experimental results .

The third consideration is that only growth from a plane surface
was considered in this model, but in the real case the inertially domi-
nated bubble growth will generate considerable motion in the hot liquid
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as well . This resulting motion could produce interpenetration between
the hot and cold liquid which would increase the interfacial area an d
also augment the transfer rate . This would only be true cf course when
the bubble growth is inertially dominated, and the effect would es-
sentially disappear when thermally dominated growth prevailed . This is
another reason for a self-limiting mechanism on the explosive inter-
actions themselves .

IX. CONCLUSIONS

A model, based on spontaneous nucleation, has been proposed t o
describe vaporization potential and behavior upon contact in a liquid/
liquid system . This behavior is determined by the size of the liquid
mass, single-phase pressurization and acoustic relief, nucleation fre-
quency due to random density fluctuations, the initiation of unstable
growth and acoustic relief, and the development of the thermal boundar y
layer in the cold liquid . The proposed model predicts that the stability
of a given size drop upon intimate contact with another liquid is extremel y
dependent upon the interface temperature . For low interface temperatures ,
large masses will be captured by the hot liquid and the resulting vaporization
rates will be extremely low because of the small nucleation frequency .
For higher values of interface temperature, large masses will remain in
film boiling because of the well-developed thermal boundary layer and
the large frequency of nucleation . These masses will remain in fil m
boiling until the critical size is achieved whereupon they will be
captured by the hot liquid . For these smaller drops, the vaporizatio n
rates of the system can be extremely high, and in fact, can produce
vapor on an explosive time scale .

This mechanism proposes that spontaneous nucleation is the mechanism
for describing : (1) film boiling in a liquid/liquid system after inti-
mate contact, (2) the limit of stability at a given temperature, (3 )
the trigger for an explosive interaction, and (4) the propagation o f
the initiating event in these systems . The model formulated in thes e
considerations provides a good representation of the explosive characte r
for well-wetted liquid systems including the onset of explosive events ,
and the magnitude of these events .
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TABLE I .

HOMOGENEOUS NUCLEATION

FOR FREON-22 AT 1 ATM

TEMPERATURE

	

VAPOR

	

SURFACE

	

CRITICAL

	

NUCLEATION

PRESSURE

	

TENSION

	

CAVITY RADIUS

	

RATE

BARS

	

DYNES/CM

	

A

	

SITES/CM3 SEC

WAITING

TIME

PER CM3

50

	

19 .4

	

4 .71

	

49

	

3 .9 x 10-18

52

	

20 .3

	

4 .46

	

44

	

2 .0 x 10-6

54

	

21 .2

	

4 ..22

	

40

	

2 .4 x 103

56

	

22 .3

	

3 .97

	

36

	

7 .2 x 1010

58

	

23 .2

	

3 .73

	

32

	

1 .6 x 1016

60

	

24 .3

	

3 .49

	

29

	

3 .7 x 1020

8 x 10 9 YRS

5 .8 DAY S

4OO ,SEC

10-11 SEC

6 x 10-17 SEC

3 x 10-21 SEC



FIG . 1 . FREE CONTACTING NODE
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your sizes and timescales . In the acoustic region befor e
pressure relief, p = puc. shows that 1O cm bubbles can b e

- few mm dia ., not lOOp. . For metal/water explosions, the
Winfrith film and our own data shows that an explosion wil l

in the surface tension dominated regime . We have provided

an approximation to this early growth. The model predict s
a drop diameter dependence and the agreement with the ex-
periments is excellent .

2) The experimental data also shows extensive fragmentatio n
prior to the event.

3) In the near critical regime, the calculation of interface
temperature is quite difficult because of order of magnitud e

changes in thermal capacity and conductivity . It is not at

all clear that T is > Tcrit .
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DISCUSSION ON PAPER SNI 6/1 8

Gilby I note that the paper presented did not include the material i n

the abstract for paper 6/16 . It was stated that the relevant

material had been included in the invited paper by Fauske .

However detailed discussion of this paper did not take place a t
that time as a fuller presentation and discussion was anticipate d
in Session 4. I am content to have it noted in. the proceedings
that I would have had many points of clarifications , some point s

of disagreement and there are a number of points in thé paper
which are certainly unproven, might well be over optimistic an d

possibly wrong.

Fauske

	

I would be pleased to hear more details on the above comments -
perhaps during the forthcoming panel discussion.

Board

	

1) Fine fragmentation must occur before the explosion in you r

model . This can only happen if stability depends on dropsize ,
but it does not becuase pressure, relief from the free surfac e

is not necessary either for nucleation or for bubble growth o n

your sizes and timescales . In the acoustic region befor e

pressure relief, P = puc . shows that 10 -5 cm bubbles can be

produced in 10-7 sec if their internal pressure is 10 bar .

This time is less than pressure relief time for large drops .
2) The experimental data for Freon/water explosions shows

that there are large drops ahead of the shock fron t

- few mm dia. , not 100µ . For metal/water explosions, the
Winfrith film and our own data shows that an explosion will

propagate through a region containing only large drops .

3) Your model doesn't work if Ti > Tcrit• But large scal e

energetic explosions occur for molten tin, Al, steel, and

water where Ti > Tcrit• Do you need a totally different

explanation for there events ?

Henry

	

1) The details of bubble growth are indeed complex ; particularly
in the surface tension dominated regime . We have provided
an approximation to this early growth. The model predicts
a drop diameter dependence and the agreement with the ex-
periments is excellent .

2) The experimental data also shows extensive fragmentation
prior to the event.

3) In the near critical regime, the calculation of interfac e
temperature is quite difficult because of order of magnitud e

changes in thermal capacity and conductivity . It is not at

all clear that Ti is > Tcrit.
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Ochiai

	

My questions are :
1 . how to determine

TI ,
if it is constant or not ,

3. why total interaction time is independent of interfacia l

temperature.

Henry

	

1 . TI is the acoustic relief time of a given system which can be

estimated by the amount of liquid blown out in these large

scale interactions and the acoustic velocity in the liquid .

2 & 3.. For simplicity, it was assumed to be constant.

Akiyama

	

There are additional mechanisms of embryo formation othe r
than the fluctuation in homogeneous liquid, such as those due t o

dissolved gas and fast neutron knock-on possibly expected i n

reactor situations. Would you give us any comment on thi s

point ?

Henry

	

While these effects certainly exist, the site densities resultin g

from such phenomenon are orders of magnitude lower than thos e

considered in the paper.

Kikuchi

	

I would like to ask a general question of spontaneous nucleatio n

criteria. In the calculation of contact interface temperature ,
you use the classical Fourier equation . But Dr . :Kazimi reported

that it is necessary to consider the wave equation for the calcu-
lation of contact interface temperature in short time of rapi d

transient. Will you comment on the difference of the

calculated results by Fourier equation and wave equation ?

Henry

	

The prediction of the wave equation and the Fourier equatio n

converge in time intervals less than 10 -1 2 secs which is much

shorter than the time scales of interest in this model .
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